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Sub-Sovereigns – Global

Russia-Ukraine conflict elevates risks for
those exposed to Russian commodities
Most of the sub-sovereigns we rate will be able to manage the financial and social pressures
triggered by the Russia-Ukraine conflict. However, a small number of issuers directly exposed
to the conflict, reliant on Russian commodities and those with already weak fiscal and
liquidity positions or that receive little support from their central governments are more
exposed. Moreover, a downside scenario in which global growth were to weaken considerably
would present larger credit challenges for a wider group of sub-sovereigns.

» Inflation is the conflict's primary transmission channel for sub-sovereigns. Higher
energy and supply costs will weaken operating balances and reserves for regional and
local governments (RLGs) in Eastern Europe given their greater reliance on Russian
commodities. RLGs and mass transit authorities in Western Europe are also exposed to
rising energy costs. Inflation is also likely to push up sub-sovereigns' personnel costs,
which account for a significant portion of their overall spending. Slower economic activity
will weaken income from taxes, service fees and market sales, though UK social housing
providers, with their inflation-linked revenue, and energy exporters (some Canadian
provinces, Malaysian or Australian states) will see short-term revenue gains. Emerging
market (EM) RLGs with sizeable borrowing requirements and limited market access are
vulnerable to tightening financing conditions and higher commodity prices. Cyberattacks
remain a threat and cyber damages are unlikely to be contained within Ukraine.

» Fiscal flexibility, cash reserves and government support determine capacity to
withstand pressures. Issuers with limited budget flexibility, already tight surpluses or
deficits are likely to see debt-affordability indicators and headroom under debt covenants
weaken. Our assumption of support from central governments limits credit risk for sub-
sovereigns in Italy (Baa3 stable), Spain (Baa1 stable), while equalisation mechanisms in
Japan (A1 stable) or the stabilisation fund in Mexico (Baa1 negative) reduce risks there.
Other credit elements, like high operating margins prior to the current shock, low debt
and high liquidity will also help offset rising pressures.

» A downside scenario involving a prolonged economic slowdown would pose larger
credit challenges for more sub-sovereigns. A major economic shock, which is not our
baseline, would decrease income for issuers reliant on tax revenue, fees or fare income.
Entities with social care mandates like some UK local authorities would also be hit by
further increases in costs. There is also a risk that support from central governments could
be affected. In such a scenario, the repair in financial metrics post pandemic will be at
best postponed and could even be reversed.

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBC_1325868
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Italy-Government-of-credit-rating-423690/summary
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Spain-Government-of-credit-rating-704550/summary
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Japan-Government-of-credit-rating-423746/summary
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Mexico-Government-of-credit-rating-489500/summary
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Inflation is the primary transmission channel of the conflict for sub-sovereigns

Like for sovereigns, the ripple effects of the military conflict in Ukraine are amplifying the economic and fiscal scars of the pandemic
for sub-sovereigns globally through three main channels: higher commodity prices, economic and financial disruption, and security.
Our baseline involves tensions on these three channels that remain contained. A downside scenario involves an intensification of
tensions along some or all of these three dimensions. In this report, we explain our assessment of sub-sovereigns' (regional and local
governments, social housing providers, public universities, public hospitals and public transport entities) sensitivity to the baseline and a
downside case.

Exhibit 1

Inflation fed by the commodity price shock is the primary transmission channel and sub-sovereigns geographically closest to the Russia-
Ukraine conflict are the most exposed to the spillover effects

Systemic and idiosyncratic risks reflect exposure to the spillover pressures from the Russian-Ukraine military conflict for sovereigns and sub-sovereigns respectively. Idiosyncratic risk is the
entity’s standalone credit risk; that is, its ability to service and repay outstanding debt without extraordinary support from the government. Systemic risk arises from the environment in
which the entity operates and is based on the sovereign bond rating. Ukraine is not a member of the Commonwealth of Independent States; however, we put it under this category in this
report given its historical and economic links
Source: Moody's Investors Service

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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For most of the sub-sovereigns we rate, higher commodity prices and their knock-on effects on inflation and growth are the primary
credit transmission channel, because this will lead to a rise in subsovereigns' spending and erode their margins and reserves.

RLGs in Central & Eastern Europe (CEE) and the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) will be most impacted by higher energy
and supply constraints given their greater reliance on Russian commodities, most notably natural gas. However, higher energy prices
globally also pose challenges for mass transit authorities in Canada, France and the UK given their high energy expenses. Risks from
energy costs are generally low for social housing providers (SHPs), but they will weaken cash flows and increase arrears risk for French
SHPs because, unlike their UK peers, they – rather than tenants – pay the energy bills.

Exhibit 2

CEE countries, Italy and Germany are most reliant on Russian gas for their energy
Gas as a % of total energy supply, percentage of gas imports from Russia

Note: Austria no longer publishes information on gas imports by source country, but the Austrian Institute for Economic Research estimates 80% of gas imports are sourced from Russia.
Sources: Eurostat and Moody's Investors Service

Beyond energy, inflation is likely to increase personnel costs, which will pose financial challenges for sectors like French and Canadian1

healthcare and UK higher education, where wages represent more than half of their operating expenses. That said, personnel spending
also accounts for an average of 30% of total spending for the RLGs we rate in Europe.

Higher inflation is likely to produce windfall income for those RLGs whose revenue is correlated with nominal GDP like in Canada,
France, Belgium, Germany, Spain, Italy and the UK. Energy exporters including the Province of Alberta (Aa3 positive), Province of
Newfoundland and Labrador (A1 negative), Province of Saskatchewan (Aa1 stable), State of Western Australia (Aa1 stable), State of
Queensland (Aa1 stable) and State of Sarawak (A3 stable) will benefit from higher oil and gas prices, providing them with a temporary
windfall. Similarly, in England and Wales, SHPs are likely to benefit from higher-than-expected rent increases – all rated English and
Welsh SHPs have chosen to apply the full CPI+1 increase in rents in April 2022. However, political pressure linked to the cost of living
crisis is likely to limit any future increases.

Economic and financial disruption will weigh on revenue globally and increase liquidity risk for EM RLGs

The military conflict is also likely to disrupt global trade and slow private consumption, which will weaken the income sub-sovereigns
generate from taxes, service fees and market sales. German and Austrian RLGs are particularly exposed, as their revenues are strongly
correlated with economic activity and, for German RLGs, their industries are dependent on Russian oil and gas. Even German Länder
without material direct exposures will be affected given the country's equalisation system.2

Weakening investor sentiment will also challenge funding conditions for EM sub-sovereigns reliant on global capital flows. Liquidity risk
will increase most for those sub-sovereigns with already limited funding options like Argentinian RLGs. RLGs in Turkey and Argentina
whose debt is denominated in foreign currency are also vulnerable to further currency depreciation.
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https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Alberta-Province-of-credit-rating-21100/summary
https://www.moodys.com/credit-ratings/Newfoundland-and-Labrador-Province-of-credit-rating-553600/summary
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With the exception of those sub-sovereigns with large immediate funding needs like Bogota, Distrito Capital (Baa2 stable) or City of
Tshwane (Caa2 negative), most are likely to be shielded from rising interest rates this year because they tend to contract debt at fixed
interest rates and this debt is typically amortising. French SHPs have a large portion of debt indexed to Livret A,3 but the automatic
debt service recalculation (mécanisme de révisabilité de l’annuité) will preserve cash flows. In our rated universe, RLGs in Brazil (Ba2
stable), Colombia (Baa2 stable) and Peru (Baa1 stable) will be the most exposed to higher interest rates, because the majority of their
borrowing is contracted at variable rates.

Exhibit 3

Sub-sovereigns in Europe are most vulnerable to rising inflation despite relatively low rates

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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Security and social risks are elevated for Eastern European and EM sub-sovereigns

Like their central governments, political risks are most elevated for Baltic and Polish sub-sovereigns because of their shared land
border with Russia; Baltic Sea access; historical link with Russia, having previously been part of the former USSR or Russian empire;
as well as large ethnic Russian minority for Estonia and Latvia. However, as those countries are part of NATO, this reduces the risk of
direct military security threats. Instead, these tensions are likely to materialise through cyberattacks or other forms of hybrid warfare,
especially as Russia has been known to engage in cyberattacks in Estonia (A1 stable) - most notably in 2007. On 12 April 2022, the
Government of Ukraine (Caa2, RUR) also disclosed that it had thwarted an attempt by Russian hackers to damage its electricity grid.
Cyber risk is rising for all sub-sovereigns as geographical boundaries do not deter cyberattacks, therefore, damage from potential
cyberattacks on Ukrainian entities might not stay contained. Cyber damage can have extensive geographic reach and touch all sectors.

RLGs near the Ukrainian border like Polish RLGs will also incur costs to support refugees, but we expect the central government to
finance this spending.

At the same time, higher food and commodity prices will weaken purchasing power and could worsen social tensions, especially in
countries where incomes are low and the share of food and energy in the households’ basket is high like in South Africa and in Latin
America. The increase in prices will hamper household income in these countries, elevating risks of social unrest.

Fiscal flexibility, cash reserves and support from government determine resilience

Most sub-sovereigns we rate operate within legal and institutional frameworks that give them limited discretion over the scale and
quality of the services they provide. As a result, their ability to reduce spending or to change service standards amid challenging
financial conditions is limited. Reflecting this, most RLGs we rate score a five on our methodology's nine-point spending flexibility
scale, where 1 indicates a highly flexible structure. Sub-sovereigns' personnel expenses also tend to be more rigid than those of public
companies. In some cases, wage levels are set by the central government or law, which will delay any increase. Canadian provinces, for
instance, benefit from multi-year wage contracts which will shield them from wage increases in the short term.

RLGs have greater flexibility over their capital spending programmes, and we expect most issuers to choose to postpone some projects
if financial pressures build or projects become unaffordable. Many European RLGs also benefit from European funding to fund these
projects, including NextGen EU and recovery and resilience funding or European Regional Development Fund (ERDF or FEDER), the
latter for European regions only. Rated SHPs also have flexibility over their development programmes, which is reflected in a significant
share of uncommitted spending. However, we view SHPs and mass-transit as more exposed than RLGs on the capital side, as they have
little flexibility in their spending related to repairs and maintenance, decarbonisation, and health and safety.

On revenue flexibility, using the same nine-point scale as expenditure flexibility detailed in our methodology, where 1 also indicates
a highly flexible structure, most of our rated RLGs also score a 5. There are exceptions. For instance, the unique and constitutionally
protected tax regime extended to three Basque provinces and the region – Diputacion Foral de Bizkaia (A3 stable), Alava, Guipuzcoa
and the Basque Country (A3 stable) – gives them greater flexibility to use the tax levy. Similarly, Swiss cantons have broad autonomy in
setting tax rates. However, cost of living considerations as well as political cycles limit this flexibility. Strong demand and inflationary-
indexed revenue will mitigate higher costs for universities4 and SHPs.

Given the fiscal constraints most sub-sovereigns face, other financial aspects of sub-sovereigns can mitigate these credit aspects in
the face of rising pressures. Strong fiscal positions among RLGs in Italy and all Czech RLGs limit risks there. The Italian RLGs we rate
generally have low or decreasing debt levels and good operating margins. Rated Czech RLGs benefit from financial room to manoeuvre
and exhibit very low debt, high operating margins, and cash on hand, which further insulate them from credit risk. Similarly, French
RLGs exhibit high operating margins that will buffer growing inflationary pressures. Most Canadian RLGs we rate have high levels of
cash on hand. Most rated Argentinian RLGs as well as some Australian RLGs and the City of Nur-Sultan (Baa2 stable) have very low
debt, and are as such less exposed to risks.

By contrast, most of the RLGs we rate in the UK, Belgium, Portugal, Mexico or South Africa are more at risk than their sovereigns
because their intrinsic financial positions are weaker either because of tight surpluses or deficits, high debt, low reserves or limited
liquidity. The pandemic has had a significant impact on the financial positions of Portuguese regions and Belgian regions and
communities and reduced their capacity to absorb another shock.
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The likelihood of financial support being extended by central governments to sub-sovereign entities in the event of financial stress
reduces the immediate credit risks of this crisis for most issuers we rate. The pandemic illustrated this support. For example, Italian and
Spanish RLGs received large-scale transfers from their central governments to reduce immediate financial pressures linked to a rise in
pandemic-related spending. This support may be limited in countries where sovereign debt is growing, such as Brazil or South Africa.

Protective institutional frameworks such as the equalisation systems in place in Japan and Germany and the stabilisation fund in
Mexico will mitigate the impact for sub-sovereign issuers with access. In Japan for example, the central government covers unfunded
operating expenses through transfers or allows RLGs to take new debt and covers debt repayment if they recorded deficits.

Aside from direct transfers, many sub-sovereigns also have direct access to public banks. For example, to offset liquidity pressures,
UK local authorities can access the Public Works Loan Board (a statutory body of the UK government) and French SHPs can use the
Caisse des Depots et Consignations (CDC, Aa2 stable). Similar liquidity support systems exist for Brazilian, Colombian, New Zealand,
Norwegian, Spanish, Swedish RLGs and Australian universities. Central governments also have a track record of putting in place
exceptional liquidity support through public banks, such as CDC, La Banque Postale or SFIL (Aa3 stable) for French RLGs or the Cassa
Depositi e Prestiti S.p.A. (Baa3 stable) for Italian RLGs.

A flight to quality will also support liquidity for the most well-known issuers with robust market access like the Région Ile-de-France
(Aa2 stable), most rated RLGs in Australia, Austria, Belgium, Germany, Netherlands, the Nordics, Switzerland as well as most rated
Canadian provinces.

Exhibit 4

The credit implications of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine are global, through multiple channels

Source: Moody's Investors Service
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A downside scenario involving a prolonged economic slowdown would pose credit challenges for a
larger group of sub-sovereigns

Although most sub-sovereigns we rate are likely to be resilient to our baseline scenario, more severe conditions under any of the three
channels would at best postpone or worse case reverse the efforts to repair balance sheets post pandemic. Russia's decision to suspend
natural gas supplies to Poland and Bulgaria on 27 April illustrates the relevance of such a downside scenario crystallising. Other sub-
sovereigns in the CEE, together with Italy, Austria and Germany would be most affected by also being cut off from Russian natural gas
(see our recent report). The risks are somewhat contained for Italian RLGs because most fiscal positions are strong and they cannot
finance operating deficits with debt. As a result, they are likely to ask for support from the central government or limit the services they
provide in the event of a major shortfall.

A larger shock to global growth and the lower consumption it would trigger would pose particular challenges for RLGs reliant on tax
revenue and mass-transit authorities dependent on fee or fares income. Most RLGs would be affected as tax revenues account for
around 60% of their operating revenues among those we rate. Of the mass transit authorities we rate, Transport for London (Baa1
stable) would be the most exposed to a fall in consumption because of its greater reliance on fares compared to peers. A downturn
in the property market would also have major implications for UK SHPs with large sales programmes, as well as RLGs dependent on
revenues linked to property market like some UK local authorities.

In addition to further inflationary-rises in expenses, sub-sovereigns with social care mandates would be hit by growing social expenses.
For example, some UK local authorities would be directly impacted as they are responsible for delivering social care services to their
constituents. Given their already high debt levels and social mandates, credit risks are particularly elevated for Portuguese autonomous
regions.

Such a scenario could also reduce the scale and likelihood of support from central government, particularly those who are already
highly indebted. In Italy or Greece for instance, already high public debt levels could lead to a reduction in grants to RLGs. Lower or lack
of support measures to the economy could also lead to a rise in arrears for SHPs, given support mechanisms were crucial in containing
arrears during the pandemic.5
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Endnotes
1 Although Canadian hospitals, similarly to Canadian RLGs, are shielded in the short term by multi-year agreements and/or legislated salary increases which

are currently lower than inflation.

2 The equalisation system ensures that all Länder have similar financial strength. It provides predictability and reduces volatility of revenues. As such, the
individual exposure to volatility (e.g. corporate tax or other tax volatility) does not matter in the context of equalisation system.

3 Livret A is the main regulated savings product and a benchmark for rates on most regulated savings products

4 Australian and UK universities are constrained by national government tuition ceilings for domestic undergraduates and some Canadian provinces impose
restrictions on domestic tuition levels or growth rates. However, universities have greater flexibility over international student fees, which for UK issuers
represent nearly 20% of their total income.

5 In England, social housing providers' mean arrears only rose 0.4 pps between March and September 2020 to 3.98%. This represents a small increase
compared to the 87% increase in people claiming universal credit over the March to September period.
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